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Introduction
Assessing the quality of robot social navigation is a chal-
lenging problem fraught with human obstacles. From pre-
conceived notions to perspective or point of view, evalua-
tions can differ from person to person. Most work in the field
of robot navigation is focused on creating algorithms that
produce efficient robot trajectories. We posit that the evalua-
tion of trajectories in a social context is essential and distinct
to trajectory generation. In this work we recorded a manu-
ally driven powered wheelchair through different scenarios
and asked expert evaluators to assess the quality of the pow-
ered wheelchair’s movement. These evaluations were then
compared to post-experiment assessments from trajectory
generation algorithms and social navigation concepts. Our
results show that it is possible to build a simple model to
predict expert evaluators’ responses. Unfortunately, there is
no clear consensus amongst these experts on what quality
behaviour is. This suggests that while current navigation al-
gorithms offer strong heuristics for the generation of smooth
trajectories in well-defined environments, their efficacy in
evaluating social navigation is less obvious. We believe that
more emphasis must be put on dynamic and reactive navi-
gation algorithms as any heuristic approach will be limited
due to variance in people’s behaviours and expectations.

Methods
A protocol was devised to gather expert evaluations of robot
navigation in a hallway. In this case the experiment was run
with an intelligent powered wheelchair, though the driving
was done manually. Subjects were asked to observe pairs of
wheelchair trajectories from video recordings and to select
the video representing better behaviour. Trajectories were
evaluated using heuristics optimized for social navigation
these heuristics are detailed in the following section. Across
pairs of trajectories, differences in the computed heuristic
were then compared to individual votes.

Heuristics
Three navigation heuristics, which find optimal trajectories
by minimizing a cost incurred by the robot moving through
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space, were considered. These heuristics were chosen be-
cause they focus on features that have been shown to have
an impact on social navigation. They are: the model pre-
dictive equilibrium point control (MPEPC) (Park, Johnson,
and Kuipers 2012), predictability (Dragan, Lee, and Srini-
vasa 2013), and proxemics (Lu, Allan, and Smart 2013).
Each heuristic is a linear combination of its features, with
weights adjusted for specific robotic platforms. A new cus-
tom heuristic was defined as a combination of all features
present in the different considered functions. These five fac-
tors are: linear acceleration, linear speed, angular accelera-
tion, angular speed and proxemic distance. All theses factors
are robot centric.

Scenarios

Six scenarios were constructed: three people oncoming (S-3-
0-0), two oncoming and one passing (S-2-0-1), one oncom-
ing, one passing and one side-by-side (S-1-1-1), one on com-
ing and one passing with one not moving facing the wall (S-
1-0-1*), turning a corner with one oncoming and one pass-
ing (L-1-0-1) and, finally turning the corner with one on-
coming and one side-by-side (L-1-1-0). Figure 1 illustrates
the starting locations and goals of each of these scenarios.

Protocol

Eight experienced roboticists participated as evaluation ex-
perts. Evaluations were conducted through a Google Sur-
vey embedded with private Youtube videos. Subjects were
asked to evaluate pairs of different videos from the same
scenario. Subjects evaluated all possible unordered pairings,
presented in a randomized order, by selecting which video
in the pair showed better wheelchair behaviour or indicate if
there was no significant difference. There were six videos
each for the first two scenarios and five videos each for
the other four scenarios. In total, each subject evaluated 70
video pairs across the six scenarios. Videos were filmed in a
hallway with the camera located in a corner at the intersec-
tion with the ceiling, allowing for an unobstructed view of
the scene. Three actors were recruited for these videos and
did not change throughout the six scenarios. A confederate
drove the powered wheelchair under the instruction to vary
his behaviour to produce a diverse range of trajectories.
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Figure 1: 6 scenarios evaluated. Circles are people while
the square is the driver in the powered wheelchair. Arrows
indicate the intentions of the actors and of the driver.

Analytical Testing
The data was analysed through logistic regression models
which retained the assumption of a linear combination of
features. Each expert vote on a pair was taken as an individ-
ual data point. Instances where experts expressed no pref-
erence between the videos were ignored, which resulted in
with 531 individual data points. Additionally, a score was
produced for each pair using a weighed combination of the
heuristics described above. For each pair, the scores were
compared, producing a signed difference between the mem-
bers of a pair. Since the heuristics chosen compute cost, the
resulting sign of the difference indicated a preference com-
puted by the automatic approach. The weights of the scoring
function were trained using a logistic regression model to try
and best fit expert opinions.

A first model was trained using all features. Subsequent
models were trained by leaving out one of the features in or-
der to assess the impact of each feature on the significance of
different features using analysis of variance. In order to com-
pare the results to the agreement amongst experts, 10 fold
cross-validation was performed. Votes by different experts
on the same pair were grouped together to avoid splitting
them between the test set and the train set. Cross-validation
produces estimates for the accuracy of our models which
were then compared to the agreement amongst expert eval-
uators. This agreement was simply computed as the average
over all pairs of the size of the majority vote on each pair
expressed.

Results
Analysis of variance on the different models lead to the con-
clusion that the three most significant features were: angu-
lar speed, angular acceleration and proxemic distance. The
average majority amongst expert votes on each pair was of
77.4%. The average accuracy over 10-fold cross-validation
of the top models are reported in Table 1.

Test set Accuracy 95% confidence interval
Full Model 69.3% (+/- 23.5%)
Angular + Proxemic 72.5% (+/- 25.0%)

Table 1: Accuracy of logistic regression.

Discussion
Angular acceleration, angular speed and proxemic distance
were identified as predictors for expert evaluations. Given
that on average there was a 77.4%, 22.6% split on aver-
age amongst the evaluators, a predictive power of 72.5%
is acceptable. The improvement in accuracy in the model
considering only angular acceleration and speed as well as
proxemic distance may be due to over-fitting on the part of
the full model. Unfortunately, when taken into context, the
lack of solid consensus amongst expert evaluators, comes
to light. Not only do experts not agree on what quality be-
haviour is, but there is convincing evidence in literature
that the assessment of robot motion may depend on a va-
riety of factors such as situational factors (Komatsu, Kuro-
sawa, and Yamada 2011; Forlizzi 2008) or robot appearance
(Takayama and Pantofaru 2009).

The problem then becomes one of identifying situations
and using the appropriate behaviour given the situation. Sim-
ilar work is being done through the PlanIt project (Jain, Das,
and Saxena 2014), which has the goal of collecting large
amounts of data through crowd sourcing in order to learn
human preference functions in social contexts. Currently,
robots are quite novel and therefore expectations from one
person to the next may vary widely. Consequently, pedes-
trians will exhibit a range of reactions to robotic navigation.
Therefore, identifying and reacting to social missteps in real-
time will be essential to efficient and high-quality robot nav-
igation.

Conclusion
As demonstrated in this work, traditional heuristics associ-
ated with social robot navigation can predict human assess-
ments of robot trajectories in specific scenarios. However,
human assessments tend to be noisy and therefore tradi-
tional approaches might find themselves limited in scope. As
robots are deployed in more and more social environments,
the number of different social scenarios will grow rapidly. To
overcome this hurdle, navigation algorithms must become
reactive, detecting social missteps and responding to them
appropriately. Although some have begun tackling these
ideas (Morales et al. 2012; Park and Kuipers 2013) through
algorithms for walking along side someone, we believe that
further work is necessary. Further work should aim at creat-
ing algorithms that integrate novel sources of feedback such
as human pose detection and affect and speech recognition,
to achieve significant, meaningful improvements aimed to-
wards more interactive algorithms.
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